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Safety Measures for Small Vessels 
Maritime accidents of small vessels such as fishing boats and pleasure boats account for about 80% of the total of 

maritime accidents. Since it is important to prevent the accidents of small boats and fatalities/ missing cases 

accompanying with these accidents, following safety measures are being promoted. 

(1) Loss of Points for Violation of Pre-sailing Inspection Obligation and Obligation 
of Keeping a lookout  
The number of accidents which can be prevented by "Pre-sailing inspection" and by "Keeping a lookout " which are 

the compliance requirements of the small vessels operators were found to be one-third of the total of small marine 

accidents. In view of this fact, to increase the awareness of these compliance requirements, Ministry of Land, 

Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism revised the Ordinance for Enforcement of the Law for Ships' Officers and Boats' 

Operators on July 1, 2016 as follows. 

ÅAs for the “Pre-sailing inspection obligation” and “Obligation of keeping a lookout”, points for violation are newly 

appended for the person violating the relevant compliance requirements. 

kConventionally, the notification for taking Re-education training course that was issued only when the points for 

violation reach to disposition standards is issued for the person violating all the compliance requirements in which 

violation points are appended. 

(2) Expansion of Scope of Obligation for Wearing Life Jackets 
In the coastal waters of our country, approximately 80 people lose their lives each year due to falling into the sea from 

small boats such as fishing vessels and pleasure boats. In order to prevent the fatalities/ missing cases due to falling in 

sea, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism revised the Ordinance for Enforcement of the Act on Ships' 

Officers and Boats' Operators on February 1, 2017. Before the revision, only “Children below 12 years”, “People riding 

a personal water craft” and “People during fishing in a 1-seater fishing vessel” are obligated to wear life jackets. 

Following the revision, as a general rule all the passengers in boats who are outside the cabin will be obligated to wear 

lifejackets from February 1, 2018. 
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(3) Prevention of Marine Accidents by Utilizing Smart Phone 
Recently, smart phone applications having a function to warn the 

approach of ships or the approach of dangerous water area have 

been developed in the private enterprises and schools. With the 

purpose of preventing the accidents of small vessels by 

promulgating such applications, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 

Transport and Tourism established the safety requirements of the application in March 2017. Smart phone applications 

are easily available. In addition, it does not require the equipment cost. Because of these characteristics, this application 

is expected to become widely popular among the small vessel users.  
 
 

(4) Measures for the Accidents of Personal Water Crafts by Japan Coast Guard 
In recent years, there have been significant accidents of personal water 

crafts accompanied with causalities. In July 2016, a passenger on the rear 

seat of a 2-seater personal water craft fell in the sea when the craft 

suddenly started, and an accident occurred which damaged his intestines 

due to high-pressure sea water from the personal water craft which is called 

“Jet stream”. There were 11 cases of accidents due to jet flow while riding 

such water craft in last 5 years. However, these accidents can be prevented 

if ship operator calls out a warning at the time of acceleration or passengers 

wear a wet suit.  

In order to prevent the same type of accidents form recurring, well-known 

activities, such as releasing safety information about the sea through a leaflet 

and SNS, are developed.  

 


